CPUSH 3.2 GLN
Presidential Imperialism

Name: _____________________________

William McKinley as an expansionist president:
 Spanish-American War
 ______________________________
 Open Door Policy
Election of 1900

McKinley v. Bryan

____________________________________________________________

McKinley had __________, acquired _____________________, protected the ___________________, and picked an irresistible
running mate, Teddy Roosevelt
TR becomes President

McKinley wins easily

Shot and ___________________________________


Fun Fact: He was the first president to ride in an automobile – the ambulance that took him to the hospital after he was shot.


TR becomes the youngest American president at 42 y/o
Teddy Roosevelt: The “Modern” President ( ________________________________)
A Canal in Panama

The Spanish-American War showed the _____________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

Location issues
 ___________________________________________________
 TR ________________________________________________ in Panama

Canal was more ______________________________________________than planned

_______________________________________________ were major issues

Largest modern engineering undertaking to date; resulted in one of the ___________________________________________ history
Sketch the two political cartoons.

Latin American countries behind on ________________________
TR was afraid Europe might ____________________ their money
______________________________________________________
and ___________________________ (supports Monroe Doctrine)

Problems with Asia

_________________________ War caused by ________________________________________________________________

Japan asked TR to negotiate the peace talks
 Treaty of Portsmouth

Roosevelt’s mediation earned him a ________________________________
The Great White Fleet: __________________________________________________________

They went on a ______________________________________________; had the bonus effect of showing America’s military muscle.

Post Presidency:
 African safaris
 Exploration of the Amazon-____________________________________________________

Died January 6, __________
"The old lion is dead.”
“Death had to take him sleeping. For if he’d been awake, there would have been a fight.”
Imperialism under Taft

_____________: American _________________________________________________________ (mainly in Latin America and Asia)
 Would __________________________________________________________________
 Not always ___________________
Wilson, the Man

______________________________________________________
 First Southerner since Andrew Johnson (1865)
 First Democrat in 20 years

Deeply ______________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

Elitist

An idealist

Stubborn

___________________________________________________________________________________
 _________________________________________ on moral grounds…
 But also used morality to _____________________________________________________________________________.
 Sent US Marines to ___________________________________________________________________________ interests
The Mexican Revolution
Sketch the Cartoon









_________________________________ president



Placed Gen. ___________________________________
 Some ________________________, but served
as a ______________________
 U.S. ______________________________him



Wilson ________________________________, Venustiano
___________ and _________________________________



Incident with American sailors visiting Mexico __________
to ________________________________

________________________________________________.
Staged a _______________________________________________________, trying to incite a war between the U.S. and Carranza
Wilson sent _____________________________________________________
U.S. pulls out troops in 1914
___________________________________________________________________

